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Time to Go Back to Where it Started for you and your Spouse â˜†â˜…â˜† Read this book for FREE

on Kindle Unlimited ~ Includes an Amazing Bonus Right After The Conclusion! â˜†â˜…â˜†Don't

become a statistic! Save your marriage right now and get back to where you started when you first

said "I Do" When you download  Marriage: Save Your Marriage- The Secret to Intimacy and

Communication Skills, your marriage and family life will improve every day! You will re-discover the

passion and most importantly, get back on the path to living the life you always dreamed with this

person.Publisher's Note: This 3rd edition of Marriage: Save Your Marriage- The Secret to Intimacy

and Communication Skills has easy to read and implement content to making your marriage stand

the test of time!These essential steps transform the tumultuous times we all face in marriage into

the building blocks to make a relationship stronger, not weaker. You'll be happy you bought this a

year from now as you will learn dynamics from the 5 love languages and how to use them to

communicating, and handling conflict better.Within this bookâ€™s pages, youâ€™ll find the answers

to these questions and more. Just some of the questions and topics covered include:Why Effective

Communicating is So Important? What are the "Five Love Languages" Everyone Talks About and

How can I use them?Talking So Your Spouse Can ListenHandling Conflict Intimate Communication

LinesThis book breaks down how to improve your relationship into easy-to-read chapters. It starts

from the very beginning of providing an overview of effective communication, so you and your

partner can get to a place of understanding!Download  Marriage: Save Your Marriage- The Secret

to Intimacy and Communication Skills  now, and get your marriage back to where you want it!You

will wish you started this book today a year from now!! Select the "BUY" button for instant download.
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This book is fantastic! It encompasses and recognizes the troubles that married couples have. By

addressing the problem, this book has the ability to fix it. Thanks to this book, I've learned about the

different characteristics of showing love that my future significant other or spouse will have

incorporated into his personality; therefore, I will be able to effectively show affection the correct way

according to his characteristic. Not many people are familiar with the strategies to communicate

certain messages to their partners whether it is asking for something, say something that bothers

them, or simply say what they feel. This book will definitely help any struggling couples, happy

couples better their relationship or simply single people who pursue marital/relationship knowledge.

I like this book very interesting and self reminding. Itâ€™s a proof that the author herself is a pro

marriage. It is well-written and very informative one. The proven steps and strategies are being

presented here in order to create a lasting and fulfilling marriage. But opposite to what we

envisioned before getting married, couple nowadays usually has a conflict with each other and later

files complaint asking for legal separation or divorce wherein a sad thing to know.Having this book, I

was well-informed on how marriage can be cultivated. Among those is effective communication

between the couple, respect one another, and top most love each other dearly. If you intend to save

your marriage or just be reminded of the thing need to be done in keeping the marriage alive, this

book is just right for you.

Great insights on how to communicate effectively with your spouse or partner. I read the 5 Love

Languages before that and I find this book to outline in a more practical way how to actually use the

5 Love Languages and how to handle conflict better. Worth reading and recommended for anyone

keen on improving their relationship and making it stronger for the long-term.



Finding someone to spend the rest of your life with can be a bliss. However, where the fairy tale

ends, the real work comes in. You have to have enough time and patience to work on it and make

sure that you don't just go complacent and let things go. Each relationships has their own share of

marriage problems and each couple has their own unique way of getting past them. Although I am

happy to report that my marriage is definitely not on rocky terms I do not want to wait until it is to

learn how to save it and keep it. Reason enough for me to grab a copy of Lisa's book. I learned a lot

from her wisdom and I would highly encourage couples (married or not) to read her book and pick

up a thing or two.

A major reason why I really found this book worthwhile was because; it brought my attention to so

many small facts and actions that seems to NOT help in my relationship. I now have an open idea of

some mistakes I make. I was enthralled with the first chapter itself on the importance of

communication in a marriage.Everything here is so practical. I specially found the 5 acts of love to

be very, very eye-opening-Presents or gifts, physical touch, words of affirmation, acts of service and

quality timeI think this book is a great guidance for any relationship, married or not. Donâ€™t wait

until you think your relationship is on the edge to get some advice!

This book is a well organized guide to build a long lasting and fulfilling marriage. It provides me with

huge information and the most proven and studied ways to preserve the love, passion and intimacy

that I had at the beginning of my marriage. Reading this book I knew the proven strategies to care

for, support, communication and better love my partner as well as live in harmony with my spouse,

regardless of our differences.

This book is filled with positive advice on how to step back and asses your values in your Marriage

and how to obtain them again. It points out how the keys to a successful relationship are through

Communication, Intimacy, and choosing your partner over and over again, regardless of the

obstacles you may currently be facing. It even hits at the 5 love languages which is a very insightful

look into how to communicate with your partner, as every person does not read the same tone in

every conversation. It is a great read just to refocus your love on your partner. I truly enjoyed the

reminder of how important my Husband is to me, and how I need to be there to meet his needs, in

the way he wants. The book dedicates it's subject matter to connecting emotionally and physically

through proper communication to meet our partner's expectations of us and our relationships. That

what makes me feel loved will differ from what makes him feel loved. It is a great reminder to Love,



and how to Communicate it so it is felt by the other person involved.

I am so scared of getting married. I purchased this book for improving my communication skill. This

book actually gives me tips on how to have an effective communication, which most people lack in

their marriage today. I realize communication is a key for any aspect of a life, but in marriage it is

more important. This book explains marriage and its essentials that you have to know to make the

most out of it. Overall, I learned a lot from this informative guide. I am so glad that I now know the

steps to take to have a successful marriage. Recommended for anyone who is having trouble in

their marriage, the book is very helpful to them. Thanks to the author.
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